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In fall 2020, the Florida Atlantic University (“FAU”) provided voluntary disclosures of the 

impacts of COVID-19 on its residence halls financed with bonds issued by the Board of Governors 
(the “State FAU Housing Facilities”) and the Florida Atlantic University Finance Corporation 
(“FAUFC”), a university direct support organization of FAU (the “FAUFC Housing Facilities”). 
The purpose of this voluntary disclosure is to provide updated information on the FAU housing 
facilities to reflect the students’ return to campus for the fall 2021 semester. 

 
Enrollment and housing system occupancy and operations for fall 2021 have not been 

materially affected by COVID-19. As of the first day of classes for fall 2021, occupancy in the 
State FAU Housing Facilities is 97.9% of the total capacity of 2,262 beds, and occupancy in the 
FAUFC Housing Facilities located on both the Boca Raton and Jupiter campuses is 93.8% of the 
total capacity of 2,580 beds. The capacity of the FAUFC Housing Facilities at the main campus 
increased from last year as a result of the opening of new housing facilities, Atlantic Park Towers, 
with 612 beds, and Residence Hall 3, with 153 beds. One hundred thirty-six (136) beds have been 
reserved for COVID-19 isolation spaces, which reduces occupancy. For fall 2021, management 
elected to place beds held off-line due to COVID-19 mitigation strategies in three specific areas 
as opposed to in each facility.  This led to a more significant decrease in occupancy for the FAUFC 
beds as compared to the State beds.  

This information is subject to change without notice. This voluntary disclosure only speaks 
as of its date and does not imply there has been no change in any other information relating to 
FAU or any of FAUFC or the Board of Governor’s outstanding bonds. Nothing contained in this 
voluntary notice is, or should be construed as, a representation by the Board of Governors, FAUFC, 
or FAU that the information included in this voluntary notice constitutes all of the information that 
may be material to a decision to invest in, hold or dispose of any securities issued by the Board of 
Governors or FAUFC or otherwise related to FAU. Although the Board of Governors, FAUFC, 
and FAU may provide additional information from time to time regarding the matters in this 
voluntary notice, they are not required to do so.  

 
 

 

  


